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Abstract

Objective -—To investigate women’s preferred approach to prenatal genetic testing decision 

making and assess concordance between preference and experience.

Methods –—We conducted a secondary analysis of data from two randomized trials conducted 

between 2007–2012. Survey items assessed participants’ preferred approach to decision making 

and whether they experienced a preference-concordant decision process. Logistic regression 

estimated relationships between patient characteristics and these outcomes.

Results –—56% of women preferred autonomous decision making, 39% preferred shared 

decision making, and 5% preferred a provider-driven approach. Only 57% experienced preference-

concordant decision making. On bivariate analysis, black women, Spanish-speaking Latinas and 

women with less education were less likely to experience this outcome, than white, more educated 

women. Numeracy and preferring a provider-driven approach fully mediated observed disparities 

in preference-concordant decision making for most participants, except for Spanish-speaking 

Latinas, who were still less likely to have experienced this outcome after accounting for these 

factors.
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Conclusion –—Numeracy, preference for provider-driven decision processes, and language 

barriers were key drivers of disparities in preference-concordant decision making.

Practice Implications -—Given the values-sensitive and quantitative nature of prenatal testing 

decisions, nuanced counseling and interventions to address language barriers, numeracy gaps, and 

decision-making preferences are needed to tailor counseling to patient’s backgrounds and desires.

Keywords

Shared decision making; patient participation; preferences; patient-centered communication; 
prenatal genetic testing decision making; concordance; disparities

1. Introduction

Shared decision making has been advocated as an ideal approach to clinical encounters in 

which multiple, reasonable courses of action are available and the ‘best’ choice depends, in 

part, on patient values and preferences [1–3]. However, numerous studies have demonstrated 

that patients differ in their preferences for participation in a variety of clinical decisions 

[4,5]. Investigations into the extent to which there is concordance between patients’ 

preferred approach to decision making and what actually occurs in the clinical encounter are 

limited [6,7].

In prenatal testing specifically, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists has 

endorsed using a shared decision-making approach to decisions about screening and 

diagnostic testing [8,9]. Little is known, however, about whether women’s own preferences 

for decision making in this context align with the shared decision-making model, as 

compared to a completely autonomous or a provider-driven process, and whether they 

experience decision making that is concordant with this preference.

Given documented racial/ethnic and socioeconomic disparities in the understanding of 

prenatal testing options [10], it is necessary to investigate the decision-making experience of 

women from diverse sociodemographic backgrounds, including women with limited English 

proficiency and varying literacy and numeracy levels. In particular, health numeracy, a 

component of health literacy, has emerged as an important factor to consider in medical 

decision making, especially as it relates to the understanding of risk [11,12]. Health 

numeracy is “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to assess, process, interpret, 

communicate, and act on numerical, quantitative, graphical, biostatistical, and probabilistic 

health information needed to make effective health decisions [13],” and notably is distinct 

from education [14,15].” A growing body of work has linked numeracy to understanding the 

benefits of screening mammography [16], to the care of pregnant women with diabetes [17], 

and to preferring a more active role in decision making around cancer [18], however, there is 

limited data on its role in the decision-making process for prenatal genetic testing.

We sought to 1) describe women’s preferred approach to decision making, 2) explore the 

extent to which they experienced preference-concordant decision making, and 3) analyze 

associations between their sociodemographic characteristics and both their preferred 
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approach to decision-making and whether they experienced preference-concordant decision 

making.

2. Methods

2.1 Data source

We conducted a secondary analysis of data from two randomized studies (Clinicaltrials.gov 

NCT00505596) conducted between 2007 and 2012. The studies examined the effect of a 

decision support tool and elimination of financial barriers to testing on prenatal test use 

(both diagnostic test use and testing strategy undergone) and decision making (including 

decision conflict and regret) among women of varying literacy and numeracy levels. Results 

of the first study were not published, as changes in prenatal testing guidelines and practices 

made the original tool obsolete; the second study was published in 2014 [19]. Because the 

eligibility criteria, measures and assessment schedule were common to both trials and the 

difference in guidelines did not impact this research question, we included data from both in 

the secondary analysis presented in this manuscript. In brief, inclusion criteria for the two 

trials included being English- or Spanish-speaking, being no more than 20 weeks gestation, 

and having not yet undergone any prenatal genetic screening and/or diagnostic testing in the 

current pregnancy. Participants from several clinical sites in the San Francisco Bay area were 

enrolled from 2007 – 2009 (Trial 1) and 2010–2012 (Trial 2). Institutional review board 

approval was obtained from all recruitment sites. Bilingual research associates interviewed 

participants during their enrollment visit (baseline), and again at 24–36 weeks gestation 

(follow-up), after the timeframe for prenatal testing had closed. The baseline interview 

included items related to sociodemographic characteristics, reproductive history, literacy, 

and numeracy. The follow-up interview included questions about preferences regarding their 

own and their provider’s role in the decision-making process for prenatal genetic testing, and 

the extent to which they and their providers were involved in that process. Interview items 

were the same for both trials. This secondary analysis focused on the effects of patient 

sociodemographic variables on prenatal testing decision preferences and processes, not on 

potential effects of intervention groups. Thus, data were pooled across the intervention and 

control groups for analyses.

2.2 Measures

2.2.1 Women’s preferred approach to decision making—The first of two 

outcomes focused on women’s preferred approach to decision making, which was assessed 

using a single question: “In deciding about prenatal testing options for your pregnancy, who 

do you think should decide which test(s), if any, you should have?” Response options 

included: 1) “Me or me and my family, alone,” 2) “Mostly me or me and my family,” 3) 

“Healthcare providers and me or me and my family equally,” 4) “Mostly my healthcare 

providers,” and 5) “My healthcare providers alone.” Based on their responses, the 

participants were classified into one of three preferred approach categories: Women who 

chose answers 1 or 2 were classified as preferring autonomous decision making; women 

who chose answer 3 were classified as preferring shared decision making, and women who 

chose answers 4 or 5 were classified as preferring provider-driven decision making.
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2.2.2 Experience with preference-concordant decision making—The second 

outcome for this analysis was whether participants had experienced preference-concordant 

decision making. For this outcome, we used responses to two questions and compared them 

to the participants’ expressed preferred approach to decision making, outlined above. The 

two questions were “How involved were you in making decisions regarding prenatal testing 

for birth defects?” and “How involved were your healthcare providers in making decisions 

regarding prenatal testing for birth defects?” For both questions, the response categories 

were “Not at all”; “A little”; and “A lot.” Participants were then categorized as having 

experienced a preference-concordant decision process if their preferred approach to decision 

making corresponded both to their reported involvement and provider involvement (Table 1). 

All other combinations of decision-making preferences with patient and provider 

involvement responses were coded as preference discordant. If any of the three components 

(decision-making preference, patient involvement, provider involvement) were missing we 

coded the preference-concordance outcome as missing.

2.2.3 Explanatory variables—Our primary variables for these analyses were selected a 
priori based on a theoretical understanding of the relationships between components of the 

decision process, reflecting the range of factors that may influence women’s decision 

making for prenatal genetic testing [12,20]. These consisted of sociodemographic 

characteristics, including a combined race, ethnicity, and language variable (with language 

defined by whether the woman opted to complete the interview in English or Spanish), 

educational attainment, parity; as well as literacy, numeracy, site of prenatal care 

(categorized as safety net site if it served primarily low income women versus non-safety net 

clinical site if it served all women), and an item about the impact of social networks on 

decision making. Literacy was measured using the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in 

Medicine-Revised scale (REALM-R)[21]. Women who scored six or lower on the 8-point 

REALM-R scale were considered to have poor literacy. Numeracy was measured using an 

adapted, 5-item version of the validated Lipkus Expanded Numeracy Scale [14]. The 

numeracy scale was validated among a highly educated sample, and demonstrated that even 

at higher levels of education, individuals may still have difficulty with simple numeracy 

questions. Women with two or fewer correct responses on the numeracy scale were 

categorized as having low numeracy. To include consideration of whether social influences 

might underlie decision-making preferences, we asked participants whether someone other 

than their healthcare provider had expressed an opinion regarding their decision: “Were there 

any people in your life, other than your healthcare providers, who expressed an opinion 

regarding whether you should or should not have prenatal testing for birth defects?” 

Response options were “yes” or “no.” All multivariate models reported here included this set 

of covariates. Preliminary models also included the intervention group indicator and the trial 

indicator (Trial 1 and Trial 2) as covariates, but because their effects were non-significant, 

they were dropped from final models.

2.3 Analysis

We first calculated descriptive statistics for the entire sample and then compared the 

characteristics of women in each decision-making preference category (autonomous, shared, 

and provider-driven), using Pearson’s chi-squared tests. Bivariate and multivariate logistic 
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regression models were fit to each of the two outcomes: the three-category, multinomial, 

decision-making preference outcome (autonomous, shared, and provider-driven) with 

‘autonomous’ as the outcome reference category, and the binary outcome, preference-

concordant decision making. In addition to the primary variables outlined above, the 

multivariate model for the binary preference-concordant decision making outcome also 

included women’s preferred approach to decision making as a covariate.

Finally, we conducted mediation analysis based on our preliminary results and an 

understanding of the potential mediating role of numeracy in the decision-making process, 

as outlined in the theoretical framework for prenatal genetic testing decision making 

proposed by Smith et al [12]. In the Smith et al framework they illustrate how various 

mediating factors, including numeracy, can influence how socioeconomic characteristics 

impact a women’s ability to experience an informed decision-making process. We first 

investigated whether the effects of patient characteristic variables (race/ethnicity/language, 

education, and literacy) on preference for a provider-driven decision process (versus 

autonomous) were mediated by low numeracy. In turn, we investigated whether the effect of 

numeracy on preference-concordant decision making was mediated by preferring a provider-

driven decision. We used the joint significance test to establish the significance of mediated 

pathways. I.e., if each individual segment of a mediated pathway was significant (p<.05), 

then the entire mediated pathway was determined to be significant [22]. The same set of 

covariates described above was included in these models. All analyses were conducted with 

STATA version 14.1.

3. Results

3.1 Preferred approach to decision making by patient characteristics

For the first analysis, we used data from 902 participants (319 from Trial 1 and 583 from 

Trial 2) who had completed the decision-making preference question during their follow-up 

interview. Together, these women constituted a racially and ethnically diverse group 

representing a broad range of socioeconomic levels and varying literacy and numeracy skills 

(Table 2).

These women varied in their preferred approach to prenatal testing decision making: 56% 

preferred autonomy, 39% desired a shared decision process, and 5% felt the provider should 

drive the decision (Table 2). We observed significant differences in the sociodemographic 

characteristics of women in each of these categories. For example, women aged 35 or older, 

White women, and women who were college graduates were disproportionally represented 

in the group preferring an autonomous decision. On the other hand, Spanish-speaking 

Latinas and Black women, women who had lower educational attainment, and women who 

had low numeracy scores were overrepresented in the group preferring a provider-driven 

decision.

Race/ethnicity/language, education, and type of clinical site all were significantly associated 

with preferring shared decision-making versus an autonomous decision process in bivariate 

analyses (Table 3). However, in multivariate analysis, only race/ethnicity/language persisted 

as being significantly associated with shared decision making; compared to White women, 
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Asian women were significantly more likely to prefer shared decision making [adjusted odds 

ratio (aOR) 2.1, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.2–3.6, P=.008]. In the bivariate models, all 

variables were significantly related to a preference for a provider-driven decision versus an 

autonomous decision-making process; however, only numeracy retained a significant effect 

in the multivariate analysis. Specifically, women who were less numerate were significantly 

more likely to report preferring a provider-driven rather than an autonomous decision (aOR 

2.6, 95% CI 1.1 – 6.1, P=.032).

3.2 Experience of preference-concordant decision making by patient characteristics and 
decision-making preferences

A total of 887 women provided answers to all three decision-making questions (preferred 

approach to decision making, own involvement, and provider involvement), which enabled 

us to determine whether they experienced preference-concordant decision making for 

prenatal genetic testing. Over half (57%) of this group was identified as having experienced 

a preference-concordant decision-making process. Bivariate analyses yielded several 

significant associations for this outcome, including race/ethnicity/language, education, poor 

literacy, low numeracy level, having another person express an opinion on the decision, and 

clinical site; however, only preference for decision-making approach and being a Spanish-

speaking Latina retained significant effects in the multivariate analysis (Table 4). 

Specifically, compared to women who preferred an autonomous decision process, women 

who preferred a shared (aOR=0.42, 95% CI 0.32 – 0.57, P < .001) or a provider-driven 

decision process (aOR=0.21, 95% CI 0.10 – 0.45, P < .001) were significantly less likely to 

experience preference-concordant decision making. In addition, compared to White women, 

Spanish-speaking Latinas were significantly less likely to experience a preference-

concordant decision process (aOR=0.40, 95% CI 0.22 – 0.73, P = .002).

3.3 Mediation analysis elucidating pathways between patient characteristics and 
preference-concordant decision making

To determine whether low numeracy mediated the effects of patient characteristics 

(including race/ethnicity/language, education, and literacy) on preferring a provider-driven 

decision, we regressed the low numeracy indicator onto these characteristics (results not 

tabled). The results indicated significant effects of these sociodemographic indicators on 

numeracy (Figure 1; paths a1‒a9): (i) all race/ethnicity/language groups tended to have 

lower numeracy than White women: Spanish-speaking Latinas (aOR=3.8, 95% CI 1.9– 7.7 

P= < .001), English-speaking Latinas (aOR=2.2, 95% CI 1.04– 4.57, P= .039), Black women 

(aOR=2.0, 95% CI 1.04– 4.0, P= .039), Asian women (aOR=3.1, 95% CI 1.5–6.5, P= .003), 

and women grouped as ‘Other’ (aOR=2.2, 95% CI 1.02– 4.6, P=.045); (ii) all women with 

less than a college degree had lower numeracy than college graduates: women with less than 

a high school education (aOR=8.7, 95% CI 4.3–17.6, P= < .001), or who had graduated from 

high school, but had not attended college (aOR=4.5, 95% CI 2.3– 8.6, P = < .001), and 

women who attained some college education, but did not graduate from college (aOR=2.0, 

95% CI 1.1 – 3.7, P=.017); and (iii) women who had poor literacy had significantly higher 

odds of low numeracy, compared to women with adequate literacy (aOR=2.8, 95% CI 1.8 – 

4.3, P= < .001).
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The significant associations between these sociodemographic characteristics and numeracy, 

and between numeracy and preference for a provider-driven decision (described above; 

Table 3), indicates that low numeracy mediated the relationships (i) between race/ethnicity/

language, educational attainment, poor literacy, and (ii) preferring a provider-driven process 

(Figure 1; paths a1‒a9 and b1). In addition, compared to women preferring an autonomous 

decision process, those who preferred a provider-driven approach had significantly lower 

odds of experiencing preference-concordant decision making (path c1; aOR=0.21; 0.10 – 

0.45). Thus, the relationship between numeracy and preference-concordant decision making 

was mediated by preferring a provider-driven approach (i.e., paths b1 and c1). Finally, 

although numeracy was not associated with preferring a shared decision versus an 

autonomous decision (path b2), this preference was associated with lower odds of 

preference-concordant decision making (path c2), and Asian women were significantly more 

likely to prefer shared decision making (path b3).

Looking across the entire set of analyses, the relationships between patient 

sociodemographic characteristics of race/ethnicity and education and experiencing 

preference-concordant decision making were mediated by low numeracy and preferring a 

provider-driven decision (versus autonomous). Among English-speaking Latinas, Black 

women, and women who were categorized as ‘Other’ (versus White women), as well as 

among women with lower educational attainment or poor literacy, low numeracy and 

preferring a provider-driven decision explained all the disparity in preference-concordant 

decision making. Among Spanish-speaking Latinas, low numeracy and preferring a 

provider-driven decision explained some, but not all, of the disparity (versus White women). 

Spanish-speaking Latinas, however, retained a significant association with the preference-

concordant decision-making outcome that was independent of all mediators (aOR=0.40; 

0.22–0.73; path d).

4. Discussion and Conclusion

4.1 Discussion

While shared decision making has been advocated for decisions around prenatal genetic 

testing, our results shed light on other decision-making approaches that some women may 

prefer. Just over half of the women in our study preferred an autonomous decision and 5% 

expressed a preference for a provider-driven decision. Importantly, a substantial proportion 

(43%) of the study participants did not experience preference-concordant decision making; 

non-White women, women who were not college graduates, and women who had low 

literacy were less likely to experience this outcome. Most of these sociodemographic 

disparities were completely mediated by numeracy and preferring a provider-driven 

approach (versus autonomous) through an interconnected set of pathways. For Spanish-

speaking Latinas, not all the disparity was explained by these mediators; they remained 

significantly less likely to experience preference-concordant decision making, independent 

of the mediators.

Our results highlight the spectrum of decision-making approaches women may prefer, and 

although only 5% of women in our study preferred a provider-driven approach, it is 

consistent with other studies on decision making for genetic testing among breast cancer 
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patients where 7–10% of patients preferred more provider-driven decision-making processes 

[23,24]. In another small study, seven out of ten women chose to delegate the decision-

making process to trusted individuals such as their obstetricians for the decision on whether 

to undergo invasive prenatal genetic testing [25].

Our finding that disparities among Spanish-speaking Latinas persisted after adjusting for 

these mediators is consistent with other studies that have documented disparities among 

patients with limited English proficiency in the quality of care they receive [26–28]. Factors 

such as language and ethnicity discordance with the provider, or not utilizing medical 

interpreters, may have contributed to the persistent disparity for these patients [29]; however, 

we did not collect data on those elements.

The finding that 43% of study participants did not receive preference-concordant decision 

making is consistent with results from a previous systematic review [8], and suggests ample 

room for improvement in patient-centered counseling around prenatal genetic testing 

decision making, especially as past research has shown a strong association between 

preference-concordant decision making and satisfaction with both the decision-making 

process and treatment choice in other clinical contexts, including breast cancer [30–32].

One possible explanation for why women who preferred more provider input were less 

likely to experience a concordant decision process, or the reverse, why women who 

preferred an autonomous decision process were more likely to experience a concordant 

decision process, is that nondirective, patient-led counseling has historically been 

emphasized in prenatal genetic counseling because of concerns of impinging on autonomy, 

given the personal nature of the decision and a history of eugenics [33]. While this emphasis 

has recently shifted to encouraging shared decision making [34], providers may continue to 

be less accommodating of and responsive to preferences for decision making with more 

provider engagement.

Finally, although numeracy has often been conceptualized as part of health literacy, a 

growing body of research has documented the specific impact of numeracy on health 

outcomes [11,17]. Less numerate women in our study were more likely to prefer provider-

driven decision making, consistent with past research in other clinical contexts [35]. Given 

the highly quantitative information typically included in prenatal testing counseling, our 

finding linking low numeracy to preference for a provider-driven decision and, in turn, lower 

odds of experiencing preference-concordant decision making highlights the importance of 

attention to individual patients’ needs for health communication to facilitate patient-centered 

care.

Our study has several limitations. First, while we were successful in recruiting a very diverse 

sample of pregnant women, all were seeking prenatal care in the San Francisco Bay Area, 

and agreed to participate in a study on decision making for prenatal test use. There may exist 

geographic regional variation in how women approach decision making for prenatal testing, 

and by agreeing to participate in the parent study, it is possible that they represent a group 

with different decision process preferences. Second, the observational design allows us to 

determine associations but not causation. Third, recall bias is possible because women were 
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asked to think back to a decision process that had taken place weeks or months prior to the 

interview, and thus may not be an accurate assessment of what occurred. Finally, we 

constructed the preference-concordant decision-making variable, therefore potentially 

limiting its validity and generalizability.

4.2 Conclusion

In this study of women from diverse sociodemographic backgrounds and with varying 

literacy and numeracy levels, there was a wide range of preferences regarding approach to 

prenatal genetic testing decision making. Importantly, a significant proportion of women did 

not experience their preferred decision-making approach, with race/ethnicity and lower 

education being associated with not experiencing preference-concordant decision making. 

Women’s numeracy level, their preferred approach to decision making, and language 

contributed to women’s likelihood of experiencing preference-concordant decision making.

4.3 Practice Implications

Our findings have two key clinical implications. First, the range of women’s preferences for 

approach to prenatal genetic testing decision making underscores the importance of nuanced 

counseling. By eliciting women’s preferences for how they wish to approach these 

decisions, providers can respond to their preferences in a patient-centered manner to 

facilitate preference-concordant decision making. For women who prefer a provider-driven 

decision, for example, the provider can focus on eliciting women’s values to help inform 

recommendations; for women who desire an autonomous decision, the goal should be 

providing sufficient information to enable the patient to make an informed decision. Second, 

by understanding the important role of numeracy in decision-making preferences and 

preference-concordant decision making, tools that improve how prenatal testing information 

is communicated to women who are less numerate can enable decisions that align with 

women’s values.

Language barriers among women with limited English proficiency, coupled with low 

numeracy, may make this group of women particularly vulnerable to not experiencing a 

preference-concordant decision process. Future work can focus on understanding how 

providers and health systems can best meet these patients’ needs. Given the values-sensitive 

and quantitative nature of prenatal testing decisions, nuanced counseling approaches and 

interventions to address language and numeracy gaps are needed.
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Over half of women did not prefer a shared decision making approach.

• There were sociodemographic disparities in experiencing preference 

concordance.

• Numeracy and preference for provider-driven approach mediated disparities.

• Language barriers present challenges to preference-concordant decision 

making.
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Fig 1. Mediators of the relationship between sociodemographic characteristics and preference-
concordant decision making
A set of pathways (a1–9, b1–3, c1–2, and d) elucidate the role of low numeracy and preferring 

a provider-driven decision as mediators of the relationship between sociodemographic 

characteristics and preference-concordant decision making.

OR, odds ratio; aOR, adjusted odds ratio; CI, confidence interval
a includes Native American (6), Filipina (31), Mixed (37), cannot choose (1)
bP ≤ .05, cP ≤ .01, dP ≤ .001

dashed arrow indicates non-significant association
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Table 1:

Combinations of Patient and Provider Involvement in Prenatal Testing Decisions Classified as Preference 

Concordant

Patient-Reported Preferred Decision-Making Approach

Autonomous Shared Provider-Driven

Patient Involvement A lot A lot A little/Not at all

Provider Involvement A little/Not at all A lot A lot
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Table 2.

Characteristics of Study Participants by Preferred Approach to Prenatal Testing Decision Making

Preferred Approach to Prenatal Testing Decision Making

Characteristic Total n=902, (%) Autonomous n=510, (%) Shared n=351, (%) Provider-Driven n=41, (%) P

Maternal Age (y) .006

  <35 644 (71.4) 343 (67.3) 268 (76.4) 33 (80.5)

  ≥ 35 y 258 (28.6) 167 (32.8) 83 (23.7) 8 (19.5)

Race, ethnicity and language < .001

  Latina (Spanish speaking) 213 (23.6) 121 (23.7) 78 (22.2) 14 (34.1)

  Latina (English speaking) 79 (8.8) 40 (7.8) 35 (10.0) 4 (9.8)

  Black 146 (16.2) 69 (13.5) 65 (18.5) 12 (29.3)

  Asian 70 (7.8) 32 (6.3) 36 (10.3) 2 (4.9)

  Other
a 75 (8.3) 40 (7.8) 30 (8.5) 5 (12.2)

  White 319 (35.4) 208 (40.8) 107 (30.5) 4 (9.8)

Married or living with 

partner
b

694 (77.0) 419 (82.2) 254 (72.6) 21 (51.2) < .001

Educational attainment
c < .001

  Some high school or less 182 (20.2) 92 (18.1) 72 (20.5) 18 (43.9)

  High school graduate 136 (15.1) 67 (13.2) 57 (16.2) 12 (29.3)

  Some college 169 (18.8) 88 (17.3) 75 (21.4) 6 (14.6)

  College graduate or more 415 (45.9) 262 (51.5) 147 (41.9) 5 (12.2)

Poor literacy
d 193 (21.4) 97 (19.0) 76 (21.7) 20 (48.8) < .001

Low numeracy
e 311 (34.6) 158 (31.0) 123 (35.2) 30 (73.2) < .001

Annual household income, 

$
f

< .001

  ≤ 25,000 303 (37.4) 151 (32.5) 126 (40.5) 26 (74.3)

  25,001–50,000 112 (13.8) 60 (12.9) 47 (15.1) 5 (14.3)

  50,001–100,000 144 (17.8) 89 (19.1) 53 (17.0) 2 (5.7)

  >100,000 252 (31.1) 165 (35.5) 85 (27.3) 2 (5.7)

Prenatal care received at a 
safety net clinical site 382 (42.3) 193 (37.8) 158 (45.0) 31 (75.6) < .001

Prior birth 470 (52.1) 259 (50.8) 182 (51.9) 29 (70.7) .048

Someone other than provider 
expressed opinion regarding 
prenatal testing

474 (52.8) 284 (56.1) 178 (50.7) 12 (30.0) .004

a
includes Native American (6), Filipina (31), Mixed (37), cannot choose (1)

b
missing, n=1;

c
missing, n=1;

d
missing, n=1;
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e
missing, n=3;

f
missing, n=91;
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Table 3.

Patient Characteristics Associated with Preferred Decision-Making Approach (n=893)

Shared compared to Autonomous Provider-Driven compared to Autonomous

Variable OR (CI 95%) P
aOR

a
 (CI 95%)

P OR (CI 95%) P
aOR

a
 (CI 95%)

P

Race, ethnicity and language

  Spanish-speaking Latina 1.3 (.9–1.8) .229 .72 (.41–1.3) .27 6.0 (1.9–18.7) .002 .61 (.13–2.8) .523

  English-speaking Latina 1.7 (1.0–2.8) .041 1.4 (.79 −2.4) .27 5.2 (1.3–21.7) .024 1.4 (.27–7.1) .689

  Black 1.8 (1.2–2.8) .004 1.3 (.78– 2.2) .30 9.0 (2.8–29.0) <. 001 1.5 (.35– 6.5) .576

  Asian 2.2 (1.3–3.7) .004 2.1 (1.2–3.6) .008 3.3 (.57–18.5) .184 1.3 (.19– 8.2) .81

  Other
b 1.5(.9–2.5) .161 1.2 (.69–2.1) .50 6.5 (1.7–25.3) .007 1.8 (.37–8.7) .471

  White Reference Reference Reference Reference

Educational attainment

 Some high school or less 1.4 (.96–2.0) .077 1.7 (.9–3.1) .10 10.3 (3.7–28.4) <. 001 2.6 (.54–12.4) .235

 High school graduate 1.5 (1.0–2.3) .045 1.4 (.8–2.6) .21 9.4 (3.2–27.6) <. 001 2.4 (.54–10.8) .25

 Some college 1.5 (1.1–2.2) .026 1.5 (.9–2.3) .11 3.6 (1.1–12.0) .039 1.4 (.34–6.1) .627

College graduate or more Reference Reference Reference Reference

Poor literacy 1.2 (.8–1.7) .333 .81 (.55–1.2) .31 4.1 (2.1–7.8) < .001 1.4 (.66–3.1) .371

Low numeracy 1.2 (.9– 1.6) .198 1.0 (.71–1.5) .90 6.1 (3.0–12.4) < .001 2.6 (1.1– 6.1) .032

Prior birth 1.0 (.8–1.6) .758 .96 (.71–1.3) .78 2.3 (1.2– 4.7) .016 1.6 (.73–3.5) .238

Someone other than provider 
expressed opinion regarding 
decision for prenatal testing

.80 (.61– 1.1) .118 .95 (.71–1.3) .76 .34 (.17– .67) .002 .70 (.33–1.5) .362

Prenatal care received at a safety 
net clinical site

1.3 (1.0–1.8) .036 1.3 (.82– 1.9) .291 5.1 (2.4–10.6) < .001 2.0 (.77– 5.2) .154

OR, odds ratio; aOR, adjusted odds ratio; CI, confidence interval

a
multivariate model adjusted for variables included in table and selected a priori

b
includes includes Native American (6), Filipina (31), Mixed (37), cannot choose (1)

Bold type indicates statistical significance at P ≤ .05
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Table 4.

Patient Characteristics Associated with Preference-Concordant Decision Making (n= 879)

Experienced Preference-Concordant Decision Making

Variable n, (%) OR (95% CI) P
aOR

a
 (95% CI)

P

Preferred decision-making approach

  Shared 157 (45.9) .42 (.32 – .56) < .001 .42 (.32 – .57) < .001

  Provider-driven 10 (25.6) .17 (.08 – .36) < .001 .21 (.10 – .45) < .001

  Autonomous 338 (66.8) Reference Reference

Race, ethnicity, and language

  Latina (Spanish speaking) 86 (41.3) .34 (.24 – .49) < .001 .40 (.22 – .73) .002

  Latina (English speaking) 45 (57) .64 (.38–1.05) .079 .79 (.45 – 1.4) .41

  Black 77 (53.5) .55 (.37–.83) .004 .76 (.45 – 1.3) .31

  Asian 37 (55.2) .59 (.35–1.01) .056 .73 (.41–1.3) .27

  Other
b 46 (63.9) .85 (.50–1.45) .556 1.1 (.60 –1.9) .80

  White 214 (67.5) Reference Reference

Educational attainment

  Some high school or less 74 (42.5) .39 (.27 – .57) < .001 .88 (.47–1.7) .69

  High school graduate 70 (52.2) .58 (.39 – .86) .007 1.1 (.61–1.96) .774

  Some college 91 (54.8) .65 (.45 – .93) .019 .99 (.61– 1.6) .95

  College graduate or more 269 (65.3) Reference Reference

Poor literacy 89 (47.6) .62 (.45 – .85) .004 .80 (.54 – 1.2) .28

Low numeracy 150 (49.8) .64 (.49 – .85) .002 1.2 (0.85–1.8) .28

Prior birth 258 (55.8) .91 (.70 – 1.2) .495 1.3 (.95 – 1.8) .11

Someone other than provider expressed opinion regarding decision for 
prenatal testing

287 (60.9) 1.4 (1.1 – 1.8) .011 1.1 (.8 – 1.5) .50

Prenatal care received at a safety net clinical site 171 (46.1) .47 (.35 – .61) < .001 .77 (.50– 1.2) .23

OR, odds ratio; aOR, adjusted odds ratio; CI, confidence interval

a
multivariate model adjusted for variables included in table and selected a priori

b
includes Native American (6), Filipina (31), Mixed (37), cannot choose (1)

Bold type indicates statistical significance at P ≤ .05
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